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It is an important task that our country deepens the SOE reform , sets up 
the modern enterprise system at present to set up and perfect company's 
administration structure. Whether it succeeds or not, depend on to a great extent 
whether could design a whole set of systems to carry on standardizing and 
restriction to it. Audit a kind of important system managed as the company and 
arrange, its one's own independent performance is denied and can be realized 
and kept, become the most important thing again. This problem is not solved 
well, will not merely have a unfavorable impact on interests of the persons who 
are correlated with of company's interests , and will also influence and audit the 
existence and development of trade oneself.  At the beginning of 21st century, 
such a series of accountants as safe , Arthur Andersen happenning ,etc. make the 
fake and audit the practicing fraud case in the American capital market, it is 
incident itself that expose American Company control with current audit system 
the drawback existsing not merely, the more important thing is , it has caused 
the concern and thinking that people manage and audit the inner link between 
the independence two to the company. Under this background , manage the 
angle to probe into the improvement which audit independence from the 
company, seem very necessary. 
This text, in order to entrust --The company that agent's theory causes 
manages for the starting point of studying, explain the company manages and 
audits the inner link between the two, put emphasis on auditting and functioning 
while managing inside and outside the company, must regard auditting 
independence as the precondition . Manage, improve and audit the efforts made 
of independence in the company in recent years after introducing western 
countries , especially U.S.A.. This text proceeds from reality that the company 
of our country manages finally, combine the current situation that our country 













our country audits independence. 
This text has done some following tries mainly: Regard managing in the 
company as a comprehensive system engineering. Follow the company and 
manage and manage the thinking launched according to two ways namely 
managing and company outside inside the company, improvement probing into 
the inside and auditting independence in term of managing inside the company, 
and outside control, especially angle that capital market control is it probe into 
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绪  论 
一、研究背景 


































































































    本文的研究采用规范研究方法，侧重理论的演绎和归纳，在分析过程
中，注重理论阐述与实际相结合。本文的结构及内容如下： 
第一章  公司治理与审计独立性 





















第二章  公司治理的变革及其对审计独立性的影响 
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图 1  委托——代理关系链 
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